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The Pomeranchuk theorem 0 cannot be established from quantum field theory alone. Some additional assumptions are to be made and one of these assumptions is This assumption has no physical basis and therefore no physical principle will be violated if it is discarded. Recent measurements of the total crosssections2> in the energy range extending to 60 Ge V have cast doubts on the validity of this theorem. In order to explain the Serpukhov data, one of us (MS) has replaced this assumption by (2) and has obtained a modified s> form of the Pomeranchuk theorem. This modified theorem gives results which are not inconsistent with the Serpukhov data.
Singh'> has discussed the question of the bounds on total cross-sections 11T(ab) and 11T(ab). Without using the assumption (1), he has obtained the relations involving trN and KN elastic and charge-exchange scattering cross-sections at high energies. 'l In this note, we obtain lower bounds on total and elastic cross-sections by using Singh's relations and the modified Pomeranchuk theorem.
Inverting relation (11) of Ref. 4) , we get (3) where dl1ab=l1ab_l1ab. Now according to ·the modified Pomeranchuk theorem,
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Substituting this value of 411 in (3), we get ../ Lt 11"-P__,"'n(E);;;, v~~"X0.041 Lt 11"-P(E).
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If we take the Serpukhov region of energy as asymptotic, then we may write
Lt 11"-P(E)~24.7 mb, E-+oo so that relation (5) yieds
Lt 11"-p-n'n(E) ;;;,0.0013 mb.
E-+oo
This relation shows that the charge-exchange cross-section 11"-P-"'n (E) cannot be less than 0.0013 mb. Let us next obtain the lower limit for n-p elastic cross-section at asymptotic energies. We rewrite relation (12) of Ref.
4) in the form ../ Lt 11:!" (E)+../ Lt 11:i" (E)
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As before, we have
Lt di1"P (E) =0.041 Lt 11"-P (E). (8)
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has not been measured in the Serpukhov energy range. However, at energies for which both the cross-sections have been measured, a:?' (E) >a:;P (E).
We, therefore, assume that this is true even in the asymptotic region. Then relations (7) and (8) This gives the lower bound for n-p elastic cross-section.
Let us next try to :find lower bounds for charge-exchange and elastic cross-sections for KN scattering. By virtue of the modified Pomeranchuk theorem as applied to K±p, K 0 p and K 0 p scattering, we obtain
From (10) and relation (16) 
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Similarly, we can show that
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The above discussion shows that the modified Pomeranchuk theorem makes the lower bounds for different processes to be different from zero in general. These results can be checked only when the experimentalist has measured the cross-sections for elastic and charge-exchange reactions at very high energies.
